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THANK YOU for having been part of 
the 3rd Hudson Valley Latino Forum 
and helping to make it the success it 
was. We sincerely hope that this 
summary of the roundtable 
discussions will prove useful.
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HEALTH

Reality Check: Latinos are diverse. Many cultures, many languages, many diverse needs. There is no “one 
size fits all” model. 

Organizations need to be committed to engaging the Latino community all the time, not just during 
Hispanic Heritage Month.

Challenges: Language barriers, health literacy, lack of cultural competence by health care providers, racism 
and classism, social deterrents of health like housing, economics, crime, lack of educational opportunities, 
etc.

Opportunities: Focus on preventative medicine creates opportunity to keep communities healthy from the 
beginning.

Leverage relationships with other community stakeholders (school, health centers, community resources, 
etc.)

Meet people where they are, bring the resources out into the community.

Suggestions: Need to work to empower community. Need more forums like this, need information online
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MEDIA
Reality Check:

Latinos are not well represented in English mass media. 

Spanish language media is a mix of professional and non professional  journalists

Challenges:

Need Latino anchors 

Break  with the stereotypes (in telenovelas, in news, etc.)

Need more education in media and politics

Opportunities:

Latinos are a major economic power, need to have political power

Spanish is a unifying language

New generations are getting more educated

Suggestions:

Give scholarships to Latinos for journalism careers

Need TV shows that are inclusive and also students involved in media

Support local independent Spanish media
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COMMUNITY

Reality Check: 

Undocumented Latinos are afraid to come out and participate for fears of immigration 

and police.

Latinos have a feeling that elected officials are not interested in helping the community.

Community won´t come to us, we have to go to them

Challenges: 

Fear, places to meet where the community feels comfortable, finding out 

what the community wants by reaching out to grass roots, listening to the community and not presenting.

Opportunities: 

Joining organizations that reach out to the community. 

volunteer and give back. 

Show your interests in helping and see results. Helps build trust

Suggestions: 

Ask and demand from elected officials, ask for help and participation from others, ask the community what their needs are, address health and safety 
issues first, be in the community, police reach out.
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EDUCATION 

Reality Check:

Lack of culture, afraid to approach institutions.

Challenges:

Getting the parents involved in schools, lack of adult literacy

Opportunities:

Mentoring

Suggestions:

ESL nights in the schools, mentoring
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If you would like to 
stay engaged, send us 
and E-mail and let us 
know the area/s of 
your interest.   
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POLITICS

Reality Check:

Hispanics are prevented from fully engaging in politics due to educational, cultural, and social factors. There are also 
inherent biases in society.

Challenges:

The culture of Latin America, being more tied to their indigenous roots than that of their industrialized neighbors in 
North America, revolves more around home life. Issues that Americans consider to be social problems tend to be 
considered private affairs in Hispanic households. 

Opportunities:

Latinos have the skills needed to climb up the social ladder. We just have to recognize it, learn the rules of engagement 
and put ourselves out there.

Suggestions:

Become a district leader, Attend party local monthly meetings, Become a member of a board or committee at the 
local level, Become a member of a political Hispanic organization, Learn about local issues, Get to know 
somebody who could help you navigate the local political system
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Reality Check:

1-You can't grow your business without a business  plan

2-You must have your fiscal house in order to run an grow a business

3-Knowledge is power, whether you learn it, get it or hire it.

Challenges:

1-Time is a big factor

2-Trying to do it all

3-Fear is often a factor in responding to business issues effectively

4-Accessing free resources 

5-Growing your customer base

Opportunities & Suggestions:

1-Get resources from GET, SBA, SCORE for help with developing your business plan including templates, workshops, online resources 

2-Go online for resources, go to your local college to get interns, seek resources from GET, hire a consultant, advisor

3-Hire employees to grow, let them flourish with you. Employees are your assets.

4-Consider a bank loan and all the help they can provide 

5-Advertise in your community or to your customers visit social media, print events, local TV, etc.

6-Develop partnerships with business community, your banker, tax collectors, IRS, SBA, Accountant, individuals who have successfully businesses, attend workshops like GET.

7-Time management means you seek help from others, work late when family duties are done, outsource, focus, set aside specific time to grow your business.

8-Legal and having success to a lawyer, THE RIGHT LAWYER, is important to business liability.

9-Don't forget you really do need liability insurance to separate your individual self and assets from anything related to your business.

10-When you incorporate understand all the incorporation options from sole proprietor to LLC or PLLC. Go online to SBA and get information to learn what is best for your business.

Overall, treat the growth of your business like it is a customer of yours.

BUSINESS
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Reality Check:

Latinos are a major part of  the overall community

Latino immigrants are a vast majority of working class. Artists exist in all Latino families 

Education is a main factor to success

Challenges:

Getting the families to participate in art events

Language barriers

Distance and travel

Opportunities:

Our language allows us to interact in a direct way and is an asset

We connect our culture to our arts

The arts effect the economy of all societies

Suggestions:

Be more productive in your community

Create events that cross all cultural entities

Be curious about your art and get inspired by your surroundings

Its important to create events that connect with performances, festival, exhibits that grow the Latino community.

ARTS
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